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The Gettysburg Address by Abraham Lincoln Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth, upon this continent, a new nation, conceived in liberty, and
dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal. Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation, or any nation so conceived, and so
dedicated, can long endure. Gettysburg Address - Wikipedia The Gettysburg Address is a speech that U.S. President Abraham Lincoln delivered during the American
Civil War at the dedication of the Soldiers' National Cemetery in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania on the afternoon of Thursday, November 19, 1863, four and a half months
after the Union armies defeated those of the Confederacy at the Battle of Gettysburg. Fourscore | Definition of Fourscore by Merriam-Webster fourÂ· score | \
ËˆfÈ¯r-ËˆskÈ¯r \ Definition of fourscore : being four times twenty : eighty. First Known Use of fourscore. 13th century, in the meaning defined above. Keep scrolling
for more. Learn More about fourscore. Share fourscore. Resources for fourscore. Time Traveler! Explore the year a word first appeared.

four score and seven years ago - Wiktionary In Abraham Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, he used this (at the time) widely known measure of "score," meaning "20
years." In modern language, it would be simply "87 years ago." However, the widespread familiarity of Lincoln's address, the unusual and poetic wording, and its
status as the first words. Fourscore - definition of fourscore by The Free Dictionary fourÂ·score (fÃ´râ€²skÃ´râ€²) adj. Four times twenty; eighty. fourscore
(ËŒfÉ”Ë•ËˆskÉ”Ë•) determiner an archaic word for eighty fourâ€¢score (ËˆfÉ”rËˆskÉ”r, ËˆfoÊŠrËˆskoÊŠr) adj. four times twenty; eighty. [1200â€“50]
ThesaurusAntonymsRelated WordsSynonymsLegend: Switch to new thesaurus Noun 1. fourscore - the cardinal number that is the product of ten. What does four
score and ten mean and where does the term ... Answer = 90. Four score and ten refers to years. A 'score' is twenty, so four of them would be 80, plus ten, it's 90. The
term 'score' was used in the bible and in famous speeches.

Fourscore | Define Fourscore at Dictionary.com Fourscore definition, four times twenty; eighty. See more. Psalm 90:10 The length of our days is seventy years--or ...
And if by reason of strength they be four score years; i.e. "if, through exceptional strength in this or that individual, they occasionally mount up to four score years."
Yet is their strength labour and sorrow; rather, yet is their pride then but let, our and vanity. They may boast of their age; but what real advantage is it to them?.
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